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Event-chain algorithm (Bernard, Krauth, Wilson (2009))

Beyond-Metropolis (Michel, Kapfer, Krauth (2014))

Two-dimensional melting (Kapfer, Krauth (2014))

Reduced dynamical scaling in Heisenberg spin systems

(Nishikawa, Michel, Hukushima, Krauth (2015))



One-dimensional hard spheres

N one-dimensional hard spheres of diameter σ = 1 (on interval
of length L with periodic boundary conditions)

Lfree = L− Nσ, partition function Z = (Lfree)
N

`free = (L− Nσ)/N

Non-trivial pair correlation function

Half-system-distance distribution known exactly.



Direct sampling

with Lfree = free space, σ = sphere diameter:

Con�gurations at di�erent densities through scaling with Lfree



Local heat bath algorithm, Metropolis

Local heat bath algorithm: xi → ran[xi−1 +
σ
2 , xi+1 − σ

2 ]

Local Metropolis: xi → xi + ran[−1, 1] (reject if overlap)
Detailed balance:

πap(a→ b) = πbp(b → a)

(satis�ed if i sampled randomly)



Compact relaxation, mixing (local heat bath)

Mixing time N3 logN from compact relaxation.

Randall & Winkler (2005): Mixing time N3 logN or N3.

NB: Mixing time independent of density.



Detailed balance and global balance

πap(a→ b) = πbp(b → a) detailed balance∑
b

πbp(b → a) = πa global balance



Sequential Metropolis (`soft' breaking of detailed balance)

Sequential Metropolis: Update 0, 1, 2, . . .
This con�guration, a (with i moving) can be reached:

from a, if the proposed move of i creates overlaps with i − 1 or

i + 1.

from other con�gurations of i , by moving to a,

the two contributions add up to 1 =⇒ global balance

(because of underlying detailed balance)



Forward Metropolis

Sequential Metropolis breaks the sequence of moves.

Forward Metropolis instead breaks the symmetry of directions.

Forward Metropolis: xi → xi + ran[0, 1] (reject if overlap)

This con�guration, a, can be reached:

from a, if the move of i − 1 is rejected by i .

from another position of i , if the proposed forward move is

small.

the two contributions (for all i) add up to 1 =⇒ global

balance.



Lifted Forward Metropolis (in�nite chain)

`Lifted' Metropolis ≡ sequential forward moves.

cf. Diaconis et al (2000), Chen et al (1999)

Move i forward until it is rejected by i + 1.

Then increment lifting variable i → i + 1.

Move i + 1 forward until it is rejected, etc.

This con�guration, a, can be reached:
by a forward proposal of i − 1 that goes too far and is rejected.

by a small forward move of i .

the two contributions add up to 1 =⇒ global balance.

This algorithm is asymmetric in displacements and asymmetric in

particle labels
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sample starting disk

sample chain length ∝ N

Then perform the lifted forward Metropolis algorithm

Two variants:

Use a displacement vector ∈ [0, 1] for the entire chain.

Sample a displacement vector for each move.

Mixing in N2 logN moves.
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Mixing in N2 logN moves

from compact relaxation

Observable: Variance of mid-system distance



In�nitesimal Lifted Forward Metropolis ≡ event-chain
algorithm

Lifted forward Metropolis algorithm, in�nitesimal moves,

stochastic termination.

Mixing in N2 logN liftings.

This is the event-chain algorithm.



Synopsis

Algorithm convergence discrete analogue

Heatbath, Metropolis N3 logN Kawasaki

Forward Metropolis, Lifted (∞) N5/2 TASEP

Event-chain, Lifted (term) N2 logN lifted TASEP

For Heatbath convergence cf Randall & Winkler (2005)

For TASEP convergence cf Baik & Liu (2016)

All others cf Kapfer & Krauth (2017, soon)



Factorized �lter 1/2

pfact(a→ b) =
∏

i<j min
[
1, exp(−β(Eb

ij − E a
ij ))

]

pair-energy based.

satis�es detailed balance.

Michel, Kapfer, Krauth (2014).



Factorized �lter 2/2

pfact(a→ b) =
∏

i<j min
[
1, exp(−β(Eb

ij − E a
ij ))

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

p
accept

ij

consensus based (European union).

satis�es global balance.

Michel, Kapfer, Krauth (2014).



Beyond-Metropolis paradigm



Conclusions

There has always been more to MCMC than reversible Markov

chains.

One-dimensional particle systems provide clear picture.

Algorithm mixing discrete analogue

Heatbath, Metropolis N3 logN Kawasaki

Forward Metropolis, Lifted (∞) N5/2 TASEP

Event-chain, Lifted (term) N2 logN lifted TASEP

for further details:

on one-dimensional asymmetric Markov chains, including

TASEP and lifted TASEP, shocks

on Beyond-Metropolis algorithms and applications,

cf Kapfer & Krauth
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